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SAMPLE L.L.C. GRADE 6
Industry: I - Hotels and similar accommodation establishments

Resilience index (0% to 100%) 64% This number represents a detailed calculation of resilience (average is 58%).

Balance indicator (1 to 5) 4 This number relates to how the areas are balanced: 1 – the least, 5 – the most.

Potential for change in years 2,2 This number represents the number of years to achieve the highest grade.

According to the industry no change in grade The differences in assessments among industries are negligible.

According to the size no change in grade The differences in assessments between companies of various sizes are small.

According to the PKP up for 1 grade The government's intervention via anti-corona packages (PKP).

METHODOLOGY

More information and contact at: www.odpornost.si

The data was obtained via a questionnaire from more than 100 companies in December 2020 and was updated with public information as well as 

calibrated by Valior d.o.o. The sample of all assessed companies is representative in all industries and for all company sizes. The data is aggregated 

and anonymous at the level of the entire analysis. The methodology is precisely presented in the publicly available white paper 

(www.odpornost.si/belaknjiga.pdf).							

The distribution of assessments by all assessed companies is shown in light blue. The company's assessment is shown in dark blue.

A resilience assessment of 6 out of 10 ranks the company slightly above the average according to the assessed sample of all 

companies. The company's response in turbulent times is relatively good, its resilience to shocks is good, and demonstrates enough 

stability. In some areas reserves are available to raise the resilience and ensure long-term stability.

The two graphs below exhibit the resilience structure according to different areas: where the company is loosing and where it is gaining.

Resilience is influenced by several indicators. The presentation on the 

graph above is divided according to different areas. Everything negative 

reduces the resilience. Everything positive increases the resilience. TIP: 

Focus on the areas with the most negative deviation from the average.

The distribution of the middle half of companies (from 25% to 75% 

percentile or from 1st to 3rd quartile) is shown in light blue on the 

above graph. The blue dot denotes your company in an individual area 

(compared to all assessed companies).
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The difference of the area to company resilience


